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*** 50 UNIQUE ILLUSTRATIONS DESIGNED BY 13 TALENTED ARTISTS *** *** LIMITED TIME

SALE ***   Preview of what's inside => http://bit.ly/halloweenpages FREE GIFTS INSIDEAdditional

20+ Unique Illustrations ($27 Value)Report Revealing Top 10 Tools Every Coloring Enthusiast

Should HaveExclusive Discounts for New Book Releases and More Free DesignsRelax and step

away from everyday life stress!Coloring books arenâ€™t just for kids anymore. Nowadays our lives

become busier and more complicated. Technology escalation moves us through waves of emails

and social networksâ€™ notifications. This constant stimulation of expectations, obligations and

stress has left us burnt out and distanced from the joys of the present. Finding a moment of calm

can be a challenge.Recently, coloring has been discovered a wonderful activity for anyone who

wants to relax, de-stress and release mind from overwhelming thoughts.The growing popularity of

adult coloring books proves its positive simplicity and being a trendy way to find yourself focused

and unwind from the hectic pace of modern life!Channel stress and anxiety into artistic fulfillment.

Escape to the world of inspiration suitable for both, beginners and advanced colorists, anyone who

loves coloring joy. There are no instructions, no rights or wrongs, and there is no need for expensive

art supplies. Color in any way you wish to create unique and exquisite pieces. Coloring can benefit

those who find it difficult to discover their inner artist when faced with a blank page.Switch off and

lose yourself in the flow of coloring. The book ensures hours of entertaining mental relaxation.Take

your time, bring the color and let your imagination run free!Features:50 beautiful, stress-relieving

patterns, designed to engage and spark imagination to unleash your inner creativity.Different levels

of detail, from easy to difficult (for different eyes). Pick a picture depending on your mood and start

your de-stressing journey.Printed on large 8.5x11 high quality paper. You'll have plenty of space to

be creative and work on the details.Each drawing is printed with the reverse side blank. When you

are done, you will have unique piece of art, worth framing and displaying.Perfect for decorating with

colored pencils, gel pens, markers, porous point pens or crayons.Share your coloring passion. Give

your friend a gift of relaxation or sit and enjoy it together.You donâ€™t need creative experience. If

you find it difficult to discover your inner artist - you will still benefit. Coloring alone is calming, just

add color!Check out what others are sayingâ€¦â€œI have found out that it doesnâ€™t matter what I

am coloring, the coloring itself is very calming.â€• â€“ Sandraâ€œGood activity for a tea with friends,

great stress reliever after hours of corporate work!â€• â€“ Jacobâ€œI get every release from the

series, designs are original and the books are not overpriced like some of the others.â€• â€“

Elizabeth*Please note that if you are using markers or gel pens, consider using scrap paper behind

the page you're coloring to prevent bleed-through._____Tags: adult coloring books best sellers,
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I rated this a 5 since there are 50 coloring pages. One-sided design on fairly thick paper. Lots of

variety!! Some very nice pictures. Cats, owls, trees, pumpkins, castles, witches, spiders, monsters.

You name it, it has it. These pictures do not have much detail. Just color within the lines. BUT, they

are so cute and fun to color you will really enjoy them!!

Halloween is my all time favorite holiday-since forever! I love everything about the day and month

leading up to it. We generally begin decorating our house and yard at the end of September and

leave everything up until the first weekend of November. As kids, we began planning our costumes

for the next Halloween as soon as we got back from Trick or Treating (while sorting through our



loot!). This book doesn't take me BACK to my childhood because my love of Halloween has never

stopped.The coloring book enhances my love of everything Halloween. I love every drawing and

because I bought the Kindle version, I was able to download a PDF copy and can print off my most

favorite pages to color (which is difficult to choose) as well as share with my nephews, adult children

and friends. In fact, some of my friends come over and we have Coloring Book night!These pages

are masterfully drawn and with the use of my trust Gel Pens and colored Pencils, bring each page to

life. It seems that the more I color, I build more confidence and have begun to trust my judgement

with colors and shading. This is FUN!! AND the pictures look GOOD!!Thank you for offering these

book-Coloring is NOT just for kids any more.. They really do HELP with managing stress.

Great Halloween themed drawings to color for fun or to relieve the stress of everyday life.I really

enjoy coloring these whether they are simple or complex, creepy or funny. They arewell drawn as

are all of the drawings by this artist/author.

This has been one of my favorite coloring books by far I love the designs. Each page is complex but

easy enough to complete in one sitting. I have nearly completed the book and will buy some of the

other books in this series. One thing about this book is the paper is really nice with a smooth texture

that takes ink really smoothly with full coverage without requiring going over multiple times. The

pages are perforated so they can be removed and used as journal pages or framed. I use markers

and unfortunately they bleed through the page so the reverse of the page is dotted up with

bleed-through but there isn't much help for that. Also, the designs are all different but have similar

design elements from page to page so the lack of variety in the details might not appeal to some,

Otherwise I love the book myself and highly recommend it. I used a wide variety of pens - sharpies,

color pencils and gel pens.

I got all of the Kindle books in this series as free downloads to the Kindle Cloud reader. There are

some designs that I like, but not as many as I would have hoped. Many designs are like the one on

the front cover and the "look inside" feature is a good representation of the images in the book. I

prefer a little more details in the images I color. This review is pretty much standard for all the books

in this series so it will be repeated in the other reviews.

This is a collection of Halloween images contains something for everyone. From scary creepy

images to fun loving humorous pictures. Very nice! I was offered this book in exchange for an



honest review.

This is an awesome Halloween coloring book! It has great designs ranging from autumn and

pumpkins to haunted houses, ghouls and witches. Best of all, the skill level is for adults and not

children. I love this book!

Though I am not a fan of Halloween, I found this coloring book to be delightful! I love the fact that

this artist is able to come up with so many creative and fun designs. Though the majority of designs

are geared towards Halloween, I found some designs could also be associated with the Fall. The

creativity of this artist keeps getting better. I also believe that even small children to teens would

enjoy coloring in this book.
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